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Sides of

-” War Question

Fri. Feb. 24, 1967

Arcata, Calif.

Student Legislative Council is inviting all students, faculty, and interested public to attend an ASB sponsored symposium on the Vietnam question, Friday and Saturday, February 24 and 25.
Both sides of the question will be presented by authorities
on the situation. The speakers will include: Mr. Robert D.
Levine Deputy Public Affairs Advisor for the Bureau of East
Asian and Pacific Affairs-Department of State; Mr. Robert
Scheer, Editor of Ramparts Magazine; Mr. William Mandel
author and noted expert on Communist Affairs.
The

symposium

will

start

Friday February 24 at 7:30 in
the men’s gym when Mr. Levine,
Mr. Scheer, and Mr. Mandel give
their keynote addresses.
This

will be followed by a questionanswer period at 9:00.

On Saturday there will be a
panel discussion in Sequoia
Theatre with a discussion to
follow the 10:00 a.m. session.
ASB

President, John Woolley

said, ‘‘The intellectual discussion on this subject has been
needed for some time now

Hum-

boldt should
is one of the
has had such
of speakers

be
few
a
on

proud, as this
campuses that
fine collection
this subject.’

Experimental

College

Offers International
Folk Dancing
A new course has been added
to the Experimental
College,
announced
AS
Vice-President

Gary Morse last Tuesday.
The new EC course is International Folk Dancing, and is
being conducted by Mrs. Kaye

Woolley
also emphasized
the
fact that the opportunity is here

Chaffey, associate professor of

for the

physical

students

to learn more

about this subject if they attend.

Paul Moore, S.A.C. advisor,
stated that he firmly believes
that programs of this type are
needed.
He also said that the
only way to measure the success
of this program is through student reaction and participation.

education.

The class meets Mondays
and Thursdays at noon in the

womens gym and is open to all |

students, male and female.

Interested
persons
should
contact Mrs. Chaffey or should
stop by the Student Body Office
in the CAC, said

Woolley Favors
Leaving CSCSPA
ASB

President John

Woolley

stated that he is in favor of withdrawing Humboldt from the California
State
College
Student
Presidents Association.
Woolley’s main reasons for
favoring such action are: Humboldt’s isolation from the rest of
the State Colleges, and the travel expense of sending delegates
to the four annual conventions.
The main purpose of the CSCPA is discussion of local campus
events,
such as tuition,
parking, etc. All the State Colleges are members of the Association, which has been recognized by the State Legislature as

Dashiel Trio Concert Set for

Ten Tonight in Mens Gym
Bud Dashiell, formerly a member of the Bud and Travis
team, and his Trio will present a concert at 10 o’clock tonight
in the Humboldt State Mens’ Gymnasium.
Tickets are on sale at the College Bookstore, Malm and
Murray, and Photo Specialty. Student tickets are priced at $1.75

very influential.
Woolley

ASB

agrees

President

with

Bob

the conference, which
an estimated $1,000

accomplish

former

Henry

that

proposes

that

the

HSC

form a liason with S.F. State,
Chico State, and other schools
in the northem part of the state.
According to Woolley, most of

the

ideas

Association

Bud

accepted
are

coming

by

the
out

of

S.F. State, and he feels that it
would be wise for Humboldt to

Phillip Mann as [1l, and Jim Spaulding as Man One
ia Duerrenmatt’s
‘THE VISIT’ opening tonight.

remain in contact with San Francisco State.

There is a full —
“
companies recruiting
an
after Eabter break, reports Mr.
Ken Burns, campus placement
officer.
Many companies are new visitots to Humboldt.
Butns advises
that students who are unsure of

the exact opportunities offered
stop to check with the Placement
Office.
He also reminds students

that

the

March

recruiting

(Continued on Page 3)

which the wealthiest woman in
the world returns after an absence of many years.
The old woman, Claire Zachanasian, seeks revenge for in-

gitl in, Guillen and is willing to

and

Full Calendar
Of Recruiters

knows

justices she suffered as a young

Examples of the type of ideas
proposed by S.F. State include
the
Experimental
College
the Tutorial Program.

“There is
which can
ctric guitar
by people

Premiere
of
‘Visit’
Tonight
marks the opening of

“The Visit,” the third play of

school students will be admitted for 76 cents.
New dimensions in theatrical
experience will be provided for
audiences

in Sequoia theatre with

the opening of ‘‘The Visit’', the
third play of the Sequoia

Masque

season, accotding to Dr. Yvonne
Shafer of the drama department.
Written
by Swiss dramatist

Friedrich
Duerrenmatt,
‘‘The
Visit’’
has a_ simplicity and
strength of plot characteristic of
more classical forms of drama.
The story unfolds in a small
impoverished town of Europe to

prefers

Spanish

guitars

to electric ones because he feels
that the average teen-age guitar
player does an injustice to it.

little due to the di-

versity of interests among
various member schools.

Woolley

and adult tickets can be purchased for $2.75.

cost HSC
annually,

‘pay a million for the death of her
formet lover. And so the conflict is joined.
Director Richard Rothrock has
chosen to amplify and enforce the
expressionistic elements which
Duerrenmatt has used to adorn
his
basic
story.
Multi-track
stereo sound, projections, and
the
integration
of live action

with motion picture film provide
effects which remove the play

a lot of good stuff
be done on the elebut it’s being done
like Jim Hall, who

something,’’

says

Bud.

Bud feels that there is possibly
only one guitarist who has anything to contribute in the current
music craze and that’s the Beatles’ George Harrison.
Despite the success

that Bud

and Travis enjoyed they decided
to split up and go their own way.
Both Bud and Travis are vety
opinionated people
and when
their ideas and thoughts don't
go

in

the

same

direction

there

may be disastrous results. Bud
and Travis decided it was futile
to continue

together

despite

the

money.
While going to school Bud
didn’t have much extra money so
he enriched his income with his
hobby

of

playing

the

guitar and

from the realm of staid realism.
Designer Rex Heuschkel has

singing folk muséc. Bud played
at ‘‘hoots’’ when he was fifteen

provided
mentized

years

old

Josh

White,

translucent and fragsettings which further

undetscote the experimental natute of the production. And costumet
Ethelyn
Pauley
has met
new challenges in creating ward-

tobes
cast

for the
and

the

in the world,°’

forty

five member

‘wealthiest

woman

with

such

gteats

Browny

as

McGee,

Woodie Guthrie, and Cisco

Hous-

ton.

Bud
feels that his music
should communicate to his audience and that the audience opens
the doot in order to receive the
message.

Unless

he

accomp-

lishes this he feels he has fail-

ed. With his easy off-hand charm
and conviction, Bud makes you
feel as though it happened to you
Bud wants to share his experiences
and ideas with
cares enough to listen.

whoever

Prof to Speak on
‘Responsibilities’
“Rights and Responsitilittes’’ will be the su
of t
days ‘‘Meet Your Prof’’ lecture,
to be delivered by Mr. James
Levelace, Assistant Professor
of Botany.
‘I'm somewhat of a moralist,°*

Mr.

Lovelace

laughed,

‘‘so it will probably sound like
a

sefmon!

But

not

too

much

like one,’*
Mr. Lovelace feels that evetyone has the responsibility
to see that he doesn’t impose
upon others.
In teaching, he
said, one has the responsibility
to pass the education he has
gained on to othets with the
eventual
goal of benefiting
society.
The ‘‘Meet Your Prof*® lecture series is held evety Friday
at 4 p.m. in the Founders Hall
Auditorium. Next week's lécture will be given by Dr. Wilmer
Bohlmann, Associate Professor

of Political Science.
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Find The Real Problem;

unm

* Chis Corner”

Then Protest!

(of the World)
by Steve Peithman

of a French
ing

That's not near as bad as America's use of effective weapons to end the atrocities once and
for all.
Criticism of our use of the most effective weapons at our disposal especially when the persons

formed by napalm or any other weapon (incidently,
the Viet Cong have some clever and highly-imaginative ways of killing children). But protest against the manufacture of such weapons is no way
to attack the problem.
Let those who wish to change things find the

real causes of the problem and attack them. Perhaps then they can serve some purpose other than
placing the blame for all the worlds miseries on
everyone but themselves.

Morality Should be Motivated
by James H. Hollingsworth

problem with fear is that there is.

There are three ways to educate people. The first requires
Causing them to be afraid to do
the wrong thing; the second meth-

od requires motivating them to do
things out of love; and the third
and final method uses a combination of the two. This last method is the most difficult, but in
many Ways it is the most reward.
ing of all. Through this method,
the

person

grows

to have

a re-

spect for authority, yet his agtfons are motivated by love and
not by fear.

Our legal system has historically used the first method.
It has been reasonably successful, especially when it has been
limited to preventing distructive
acts. It has met with much less
success, however, when it has
tried

to foster

positive

acts.

It

i8 much easier
to restrain than to
forcé to take positive action for
the good of society.
Because of this realization,
our
t has, in the
historically limited itself to preventing these distructive acts,

the =e

ones being left to

the
juntary co-operation of
individuals. More recently, however, government has begun to

tely on law to foster the positive

actions, actions which are in
many respects beyond the scope
of government. It has contiaued,
for example, to take money by
force to support all kinds of
“worthwhile”?
projects. If an
individual did this, even for a

no motivation to do the right
thing when the chances of being
Caught are minima).

There

is no law which could

prevent
people
from
stealing
apples from my tree, as it would

be

a

them

simpler
one

matter

at a time

to remove
in passing.

Butby using an educational meth.
od which motivates people to
act out of love, to do, or notdo
things out of respect for other

people, they will be prevented
from stealing simply because
they know it is wrong.

Many of the problems that
confront us today, labor-management relations, integration-segre-

gation problems, sex crimes and
all the rest have not been solved
because they depend mainly on
‘law and not on something far
more important, morality. When
more people realize that the answer to these problems lies with
education
in moral
principles
and not in law, a solution will
be much quicker in coming. But
education takes time, and most
people want immediate results.
The law is important, however.
It must serve to
t and to
preserve. But to
build, depends
on virtue, and virtue depends on
morality. Motivated by love people,have done almost anything;
rotivated by fear and hate they
have done only what was exzpress-

ly required of them.

Right and wrong are more im-

portant than they have ever been

The reason that these actions

in out history; we must motivate
people, especially the very young
to do the right thing out of love
and respect for their fellow man,

have not achieved the expected
result is because théy have depended on the wrong motivation;
they have relied on fear, The

tinue to solve problems law nev‘er could, and probably never will.

good cause, it would be considered stealing.

not-out of fear, And we must rethat morality

will con-

Editor:
The ad placed by the ‘’Students for a Democratic Society’’
insults reader intelligence as
much as it unjustly criticizes
Dow
Chemical Company who

then,

too?

industry

as

Quakers

are

totalitar

Or

‘‘evil,

trying

The boy had set the mines

which American
the
uncovering

reel scene, in
were
soldiers

mass grave of the inhabitants of
an entire village, victims of the
These pictures, too
Viet Cong.
much for even a strong stomach,

led one French student to say:
“‘No longer will I say that the

in the nose for

one

them.

y

By way of a postscript, we
should mention on a recent news-

beck--"If you hear someone crying that the Viet Cong are mis-

same

unteered to lead American marines across a mine field, with
the resultant loss of seven of
himself,

janism."*
These statements were punctuated with quotes by John Stein-

is the

boy who vol-

year old Viet Nam

to the Marxist enterprise

tle here

war-mongeting munitions -makers®
Surely no intelligent communists
would print such an attack,
since he would not wish to make
such a caricature of ee

The

no meaning in this particular
One need only recall
conflict.
the recent example of tke 10

me will you?*’--and General Vinh
Loc, who declared that ‘‘the bat-

does SDS feel that industry
should decide which wars are
**right’’ and which are ‘‘wrong?’’
Shouldn't industry take a more
humbled view and allow our elected government to make the
decisions about where, when,
and how to fight a war?
Perhaps the SDS are not mere
dupes of communist propaganda,
since our cartoonists have depicted communists as using just
this type of grotesque attack on

American

leaflets,

sion; pseudo-pacifism; and all
that consciously of not, contriworld

|

praise ‘‘innocent civilians’’ has

Viet Cong. Nationalists oppose
systematically: Marxists subver-

establishing

rather

the time nor

is neither

This

Movement, a Marxist transmission line, is organizing a propoganda session in favor of the

butes

was

place to launch into a full length
discussion of the Viet Nam warIt is enough to.say that the

headlined ‘‘ENOUGH!"* the antimarxists declared, ‘‘The Peace

him a good punch

should not make Napalm the implication follows that SDS would
have all American chemical companies refuse government orders
for various kinds of explosives,
since explosives kill and injure. Is this logical?
What would have been the results of World War II had Dow
or similar large industrial firms
refused to make the munitions
needed to win the war? Weren't
killed

to the

understood and mistreated, give

was on campus to recruit this
week.
Since the SDS suggests Dow

civilians

opposition

Marxists University Front, and
Action Francaise, a group which
supports the return of the French

of

Letters.

to surfriends.

film came not from Americans,
but from the conservative student groups such as the Anti-

monarchy.
In well-distributed

No one likes to see children crippled or de-

Viewpoint

chief

itself

Viet Cong are victims of American agression--they are as inno-

which

cent as the Nazis.’°
**War is Hell,’* said an American civil war general, and inmore need be said.
deed, nothing

we lost at Dien Bien Phu’’ (the
disastrous defeat of the French
which led to their withdrawal
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a few thousand atrocities a year, what with torture, beheadings, throat-cuttings, and so forth.

The

film

took
what
after
anti-climatic
place out in front. A rather onesided documentary of U.S. bombings of North Viet Nam, it made
no mention of Viet Cong atrocities in the South.

get medical aid to injured Viet

Nam
do

civilians.

not compare

those

of more

SDS

activities

very well with

mature

pacifist

groups. Nor does the type of ad

evbhaners, Azer, ona Asse.
clation.

fun by SDS reflect favorably on

this campus. Some pople might

actually begin to think the student body is gullible enough to
believe the attitudes
and others have been
ing for years.

Al Capp
lampoon-

Laurence
M. Dada

Ee

So they commit

showing, which seemed
prise some of our French

film's

a

even if they do, who'll miss it?’*

to the

ea

The Viet Cong are just peo-

opposed

way.
The

of

ee

and leave Viet Nam.

ple; they don‘t want to take over the country. And

were

None

Se

**Sure,’* they say, ‘‘but we could just pack up

us

Viet Cong.

a

the operations are worth undertaking in the first

place, then a quantitatively rinor loss of nonCar.beteuts 1s not cause for ceasing operations.

to the

if

get their guts shot out by a Viet Cong sniper.

are killed in the
cess of conducting military
Operations it is, | agree, deeply disturbing, but if

ing

i

They're not

and paddies of Viet Nam. Put them there and
I°ll wager you'll see them quickly raise a cry
for any weapons that will end the war nefore they

part of the proceeds were not go

?

Jt must be very easy for ‘‘students”® sitting
safely here at school to ridicule this country’s

use of weapons such as napalm.

less

ers seems unethical, | can only say that the world
isn’t ready for such ethics yet. If that is objectionable to some, then let them protest against
the prevailing ethics or lack of them. But don’t
object to the symptoms of the problem. If someone is to be killed, it doesn’t matter how, or who
manufactured the weapon. If innocent bystanders

I doubt it.

getting shot at, wounded, or killed in the forests

Other,

If the killing of people to maintain social ord-

in the guise of an advertisement.
The wounds caused by napalm are ghastly to
be sure, but are they any more so than those
caused by ‘‘pungi’® stakes or ‘*booby traps?°’
_

unfeasible.

opinionated manufacturers would fill the gap.

placed by the Students for a Democratic Society

Se

were not economically

<-

a

fuse to produce them would be useless, even if it

bit of grandstanding

z

and meaningless

viru-

more

lent until, at last, a few good
shoves and fists were traded.
neither side was
Although
able to convince the other that
they were wrong in their views,
the rightists won a nominal victory, a8 many waiting for the film
left hurriedly to get out of harms

Vietnamese people against Amer
ican agression,’® the film soon
became the topic of much curiosity and conversation. May of
the
students
from
California
were considering attending the
film, once we were assured that

HT
a i]

grotesque

manufacture of those weapons 18 even more so,
The manufacturers have nothing to say about when
where, or if their products will be used, and to re-

grew

gradually

then

Bombardment."'

a

‘stake in We game,*’ is irresponsible and ridiculous. And to —
against the development and

oped a preference for certain methods of killing
people as opposed to other methods. |! refer
specifically to the Forum article in the February 17 issue of the Lumberjack and to that most

the

Advertised as ‘‘in support of the

doing the criticizing have no life and death

=

In recent weeks there has been quite an uproar among those who protest against anything
and everything.
It seems that they have devel-

film entitled ‘‘Liv-

Under

ea

letters next week.)

indignation over the other’s position, it was not surprising that
hostilities broke out. The skirmish occurred in front of the
theatre while students lined up
At first, the
at the box office.
two sides exchanged words, but

- 4S 2

Editor on the same topic could not be set in type. The
Lumberjack regrets this fact and plans to include these '

in

Indochina

in

War

1954).
With both sides fired up with

—-.—

due to a last-minute equipment failure, this FORUM
column appears
uneven , and several Letters to the

the

from

«.

articles were

‘l

three FORUM

received from students, and have all been placed in this
issue. The other two appear on Pages 9 and 10. Also,

ai

(Editor's note--This week,

Aix-en-Provence,
FRANCEWorld reaction to the Viet Nam
conflict has been mixed, and
opinion here at France's second
largest university is no exception.
Recently, a student communist group arranged a special
showing at a local movie house

—

by Arthur Yemmerus
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had

to be turned down

by

cor. panies,

Burns
panies

reports that most comholding

interviews

on

SACRAMENTO--Gov.
Reagan
has praised
versity of California

Science. Math, Business Admini
stration, Economics, and Political Science majors.

Regents for their ‘‘help and cooperation in meeting the fiscal

March 3-Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company: Business Ad
ministration

or Libera]

problems of our state.’’

Arts maj

panies.

The following is a list of reCruiters for next week.

February 27— Boeing Aircraft:
Civil
Engineering,
Physical
Science,

and

General

Science

operative manner in taking act
ion this week insuring that the
University
will do its part in
helping meet California's fiscal

An estimated 300 college and
university
journalists are ex
pected to attend the 18th Annual
California Intercollegiate Press
Association convention sched-

February 28-Los Angeles,
County of: Civil Engineering, AcPub-

uled

lic Administration, Government,
or Business Administration majors.
U.S. Army Officer Selection
—
8

: Information

and

in

this

the

Friday

Senator

and Saturday.
Hotel

in

Sacra-

mento.

According to Chris Leave,
CIPA president, 24 Califo.nia
colleges and universities will
be represented at the convention, including Humboldt State.
Highlights
of the annual
meeting will include a press con-

selection

t.

March 1—Les Angeles, County
of: Same as before.

Camation Company: Any major.
Douglas Aircraft: Math, Phy:
sics and Civil Engineering majors.
March
2—-Douglas Aircraft:

ference with Assembly Speaker
Jesse Unruh and Senate Presi
dent Pro tem Hugh Burns; a talk
and question answer period with

Same as before.

Prudential Insurance Company:
all majors for careers in admini-

Lt.

Gov.

two

hour

Robert
panel

Controls

Finch;

and

discussion

of the College

Also, an estimated

a
on

Reagan
said
the
regents,
meeting last Thursday in Santa
Barbara, ‘‘overwhelmingly com

piled’®

next year.
The govemor
the

regents’

Pee

praised
to

Press.

drive over to the

ex

S-

eeecesecseseccccccceceeee

ARCATA
BIBLE CHURCH

Evangelistic
Service
Community
Hall Redwood Park
College Bible Study
7:45 Saturday - 822-5886
Cee

eeecececceccccccococcsos

e

with

ee

a

z

ae

ae

ae

a

a

Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon ts one way to broaden one’s knowledge of the ways of the Portuguese people.
These girls found exploring the markets of cities around
the world a relaxing change from studies undertaken during a semester at sea on Chapman College's
floating campus — now called World Campus Afloat.
Alzada Knickerbocker of Kaoxville. Lennessee.—in the plaid dress returned from the studytravel semester to complete her senior year in English at Radclitle College.
Jan Knippers of Lawrenceburg. Tennessee. a graduate of the University of Tennessee. and a
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursucd graduate studies in International Relations and teturned a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus.
Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s.s. RYNDAM. owned by the ECL. Shipping
Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent. In-port activities are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship.
As you read this, the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and
raduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela. Brazil. Argentina. Nigeria.
negal. Morocco. Spain. Portugal.
The Netherlands. Denmark and Great Britain. returning to New
York May 25.
Next fall World Campus Afloat — Chapman College will take another S00 students around the
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring. a new student body will journey from
Los Angeles to ports on both west and cast coasts of South America. in western and northern
Eu
and as far cast as Leningrad before returning to New York.
‘or a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educational plans. fill in the information below and mail.
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Mr. Max Butler, Associate
Professor of Art, has a group
of oil paintings in a variety of
media on display in the Ingomar
Gallery at Third and F Streets,
Eureka.
The show will be on
display through March 4.
This is Mr. Butler's fourth
show during this academic year.

now aBouT it,

i's

(FHA

Private Art Showing

ISLAND
- Sun.

AND

$19,000

HSC Professor Holds

ONCE UPON

|

also

decisions

Price

be sent over the wire with a by
line.

ARCATA THEATRE
Forein Film Festival

ee

that

their
agreement
to study the
possibility of instituting tuition
at the University.
Reagan said,‘‘] am pleased
indeed that the regents are will
ing to study the situation in this
light. I cannot praise them too
highly for their help and cooper
ation in meeting the fiscal prob
lems of our state.'’

The Unruh-Burns press conference will be the basis for a
special
writing
contest,
in
which a participant from each
college will write a story of the
conference for publication by a
wire service,
Tom Mead, second vice-presi dent and coordinator of the contest, said that with recent de
velopments in the state capitol
conceming tuition, Clark Kerr,
and budget cuts, the press con
ference should be lively, and
story

request

3-bedroom

within walking distance of

berries.

plore possible reductions in their
proposed 196768 budget, and

magazine.

winning

his

SALE..-a

Laytea,

said

Joan @ 5'4% interest rate can be
assumed) Contact Jack Altman
822-3011.

they use 19 million dollars from
their contingency funds to help
finance the University budget

will be presented to journalists
from writing in the areas of news
editorial, sports, magazine arti_Cles and for overall excellence
in
newspapers,
yearbook and

the

with

FOR

Jerry

the college at 141 Bayview Ave.,
Arcata. Has a large kitchen with
built-in dishwasher and range-lots of closet and Storage space
throughout - ‘with a large basement
with forced air heating. It has a
sun deck with a view of the city
and bay in a fenced, well-kept
yard
including fruit trees and

In Sacramento
For Convention «:::."

Accounting majors.

Political Science,

home

HSC Journalists;::',1 cious
ms se

majors.
U.S. Navy Area Audit Service:

counting,

HOUSE

* In a statement issued Feb.
17 the governor
said
“The
Board of Regents of the Uni-

campus have been very impressed ors.
with the students they talked to.
Several students have had ex
cellent offers from various com

The men of Nelson Hall are
sponsoring 8 car wash tomorrow
between 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
and ase promisitg ‘‘the best
cleaning your car ever had,°’
for 99 cents.

Ronald
the UniBoard of

Pll ecccccsesseesseesssesesccvecsees

have

times are
students

Civil Eng
Physical

Page 3

Nelson Hall to Have Car Wash

LESSEE OEOOES.
SHHSSHHHSSHH

calendar is now available in the stration.
Placement Office.
Shell Olo Company:
Students should sign up early. ineering. Accounting
he said.
Interviewing
going fast.
Several

Praise Of Regents
Voiced By Govenor

(Continued from Page 1)

SOSH

Recruiting Calendar...

Lumberjack
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q

FOR SALESki
ergiass,
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. 54° fib-

in excellent Sondition,
06.00. Contact

Pegasus Program Presents Jack Gilbert and Linda Gregg

822-68

7:30-9:30
in Founders Hall Aud-

lecture in their Forum series on
Modern American Poetry.
He was awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship (for poetry) in 1964.
‘Jack Gicbert has read his
work at both the New York and
San Francisco Poetry Centers
and at numerous colleges and
universities.
Recordings of his
poetry are in the Lamont Collectjon (at Harvard), the Library of
Congress, and many other col-

iterium. They will also be avail. able for coffee and conversation
Ger a chort time ia the aftermncon.
Jack Gilbert, 41, won the
Yale Younger Poets Award in
1962. Views of Jeopardy, a volume of his poetry, was published

by Yale University Press in the
y same year. The book was nominated for the 1962 Pulitzer Prize.
Having exhausted three editions
Views of Jeopardy is now out of

We Do It Fer You
Coin Operated 24 hours

been

Gilbert was selected by Prince-

Hand Ironing
s

lections.

print.

es

Coin-Op
776 - 18th St.

temporary

Jack

Gilbert’s

poetry.

Through

Arcata.

The price is $1.00.

Linda

American poets*’ (with

Gregg,

who

will

Two nights per week; Exchange student clerk services
for private room, includes linen, and all utilities.

Hotel Arcata

Phone 822-5249

read

with Jack Gilbert, is a 24 year
old
senior
at San
Francisco
State College. Although she has

Male Student Night Clerk
(Two Needed)

‘+ Fuji Gifts

has

the best

the courtesy of the Pegasus Progtam copies of this first edition
are available at The Bookstore in

Marianne Moore, Richard Wilbur,
Richard Eberhart and others) to

919 G St., Arcata

which

in all

slated into eight languages.
The first edition of Genesis
West, a ‘‘little’’ literary magazine, featured a celebration of

ive survey of the arts in America
in 1963. He was also selected
by the New York Poetry Center
for their symposium on ‘‘The
State of American Poetry Today."
In 1964, Mr. Gilbert was chosen by The Voice of America as
one of the ‘‘nineteen major con-

Speed Queen

work,

poetry magazines, has been tran-

ton University to represent American poetry on their comprehens-

Open 7-12

His

published

ON THE PLAZA

@ standing invitation to read at
many places, she has nearly always refused to publish or read
her poetry. She has read at UC
(Berkeley), San Francisco State,
on a Seattle radio series, and at
a few bay area highschools.
Jack Gicbert has said of Miss
Gregg: ‘‘She is one of the two or
three

most

exciting

and

gifted

poets under thirty in America."’
Mr. Gilbert and Miss Gregg
will read under the aegis of the
Pegasus Program, an affiliate of
the San Francisco Poetry Center.
Pegasus exists to encourage the
teaching of poetry as a living art,
not as a dry, distant, academic
subject.
The Pegasus Program series
is

being

sponsored

at HsC

by

Spectrum ‘67, a student organization, with assistance from
PACE
(Projects
to Advance
Creativity in Education).

Polls On Student
Draft Opinion
Released
Polis of college and university student opinion regarding
the Draft have been released by
the United States National Student Association (USNSA). This
weekend in Washington D.C. the
results will be presented to a
closed-door conference of leaders from a wide variety of youth
and student organizations who
will

be

looking

for

a

unified

support for an alternative to the
present Selective
Service System-

noes ed IN SUGAR CUBES
SPOIL THE TASTE OF COFFEE??7?

‘The results of campus-wide
referends on over twenty campuses were strikingly consistent,’’ announced Mr. Eugene
Groves, President of USNSA.
1. More than 90 percent of
American students feel that a
nation can be justified in conscripting
military.

its

citizens

into

the

2. More than 70 percent of
American students would prefer
to have non-military service,
@.g. Peace Corps, Vista, Teach- ers Corps, as an equal alternative to military service.
8. More than 70 percent of
American students are not satisfied with the present Selective Service System.
4. Over 60 percent of Ameri-

can students do not feel that
students should be defered just
because they are students.

EXPANSION

Prof Of German
Accepted For
Summer Institute
Tour Of Russia

about LSD by

Dr. Timothy Leary, Ph.D.
RECORDED

UVE AT THE CASTALIA FOUNDATION—Da. LEARY’S CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON CON.

Dr. Glenda Richter, Professor of German, has been accepted
as a participant in a six-week
summer
travel
institute that
will take her through Russia and
some of the Communist satellite

SEND $3.00 PER RECORD CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY. WE PAY POSTAGE!
SEND ME... . COPIES OF DR. TIMOTHY LEARY'S LP RECORDING ON LSD
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
FORS.........
TO:

PIXIE RECORDS, INC.
1619 BROADWAY, ROOM
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

602

MONO- LONG PLAYING
(33 1/3 rpm)
-

(PLEASE PRINT)
WOOREGS

Giv

ede

66

Oss

Www

as

54

Glo

ew

wa

TS

eee

IR

Oe

Te

aie

awes

we

wale

countries,

according

to

a

bulletin from the Office of Administrative Affairs.
The ptogtam is sponsored
jointly by Kent State University,
Ohio, and Delta Kappa Gamma
educational society.
Approximately 80 teachers from throughout the U.S, will take part in the
travel, which will include stops
in Moscow, Irkutsk (Sibera),
Ulan
Bator (Outer Mongolia),
Alma-Ata (Kazakhstan), Tashkent, Smarkand and Bukhara
(Usbekistan), Kabul and Sofia.
A program of seminars and
field trips will be arranged for
the travelors by educators and
administrators attached to the
Ministry of Education and Trade
Union of Teachers of the host
Communists countries.
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$54,810 For Community Development
by Robin Stalder
The HSC Center for Community Development,

after six mon-

ths of successful operation has
been approved to continue its
program for another year. It has
been
granted
$54,810
with
which to operate.
The Center was established
in August through a $78,350
Federal Grant from Title I of
the Higher Education Act. The
chief administrator of the cent.

er is Dr. Robert Ewigleben,
Dean of Administrative Affairs.
Dr. William Murison is the di-

facilities

rector and M. Habeeb
is Assistant Director.

er Del Norte, Humboldt,

The

Center

for

Chatala

Community

proximate

entails over 30,000

miles

and

Indiana,

Murison

feels

Chamber Music to

Feature ‘3 Fantasias’
that pro-

jectq carried out directly with

schools and city officials yield
the most satisfying results, although much has been accom-plished by HSC students and
faculty.
The most dramatic success
of the Center has been the symposium on the resources and

Mendo-

cino, Trinity, and the western
part of Siskiyou Counties. This

facing northern California communities and to help mobilize
action within the communities
to deal with these problems.
It aims at using the College's
resources to spark action in the

to use College

Dr.

The Center's activities cov-

area

and

staff to aid the

community.

Development was established
to explore problems currently

community

and

is equal
size

square

to the ap-

of the

state

of

Page 6

“Three
Fantasias’ by O.
Gibbons,
featuring Mr. Floyd
Glende and Mrs. Marianne Pinches, violins, and Mrs. Jean
Fulkerson, cello, will begin the
Chamber
Music
Program this
Sunday, February 26, at 8:15
p.m. in the Music

Building.

Mr. Glende will then join
forces with Mr. Charles Fulkerfuture uses of Humboldt Bay. -8 a, piano, to perform BeethoThis symposium started current
ven’s **Sonata No. 5, Opus 24,"°
efforts of the cities of Eureka
Concluding the program will be
and Arcata and Humboldt Counthe contemporary ‘‘Sonata’’ by
ty to study the possibilities of
Poulenc, played by Mr. Phillip
unified action and development
Kates,
oboe, and Mr. Fulkerson.
of Humboldt Bay.
The Center

pointed out Mr. Ghat--

ala.
Besides their jobs with
the center Dr. Murison is assistant professor of Natural Resources and Mr. Ghatala is comping work bi his doctorate.

‘}

also spearheaded conferences
on economic opportunities in

export

markets

for

lumber

in-

dustries, and the strengthening
of County Mental Health Pro-

grams.

sa

Much of the Center’s work
done at local elementary schools
is unpublicized.
The Center
buys the time of visiting artists

, to perform

for school children.

Mr. Emilio Osta gave such a
performance. The HSC Chamber
Singers, under the direction of
Dr.
Leon
Wagner
have also
given performances in elementary schools within the Centers

boundaries.

Poetry

readings

by HSC
department graduate
student Phil Mann have been
presented to school children in
Kneeland, Shively and Willow
Creek.

HSC

is one of the five Cali-

fomia State Colleges approved
for new 1967—68 programs. Oth-

ers are CSC-Fullerton, $21,902;
CSC -Dominguez Hills, $12,000;
CSC-Los
Angeles,
$83,862;
and Chico State College, $75,

671.

Bidding

for the new

campus

dormitories will come to an end
February 28th at 2:00.
This is
time that all the bids must be in
President Siemens’ Conference
Room.
At this time, the bids will be

opened and the apparent low bid-

ing commons

on the Jolly Giant

site built on stilts with parking
space below it.
The plans for the new dormitories were drawn up by a firm
from San Francisco— Wurster,
‘Bernardi and Fmmons, reported
Hartford.

der will be unoffically announced.
The actual contract will

not

be

awarded

from

February

time

the

until 60 days
28th.

At

this

Chancellor's

Office

will award the contract
official low bidder.

to the

Ten general contractors have
taken out plans.
I[t is hoped
that at least siz bid, reported
Mr. George Hartford, Campus
Facilities Planner.

The

completion

date

is set

for Fall of 1968, but nothing can

be guaranteed
ford.

cautioned

JOHN STANBERRY

INSURANCE

ea

Hart-

Fish Fry

The new dormitories are to be

located in the large parking lot
known as the Jolly Giant. The
dorms will be on the north
of this parking lot.

side

The
plans involve eight separate
itories to house 50
students each.
They are each
to
be
three-story
buildings.
Three of these are to be women’s dorms and five are to be
nen's dotms.
There is also to be one dtf-

COLLEGE
CLEANERS

EVERY WEDNESDAY

All Yeu Can Eat

PALISADES”
fo

ats

TIKI ROOM
REDWOOD LANES

- POTTERY DISPLAY IN LIBRARY

|

photos by
Low D‘Aria

apm

“-—

A striking exhibit of ancient
pottery figures from the West
Coast of Mexico is currently on
display in the Library.
The figures are from the col-

lection
of Professor Melvin
Schuler, HSC art department,
and represent pottery of the
Colima area dating a few centuries before the Spanish con_
To the student of art
8s,

say

Professor

Schuler,

Colima pottery is particularly
appealing because of its eloquent portrayal of the human
form.
There is very little recorded
history of the Colima people.
They had no highly complex
culture ofr technical ability
such as the Aztecs or the Mayan people. But potters of Colima possessed the gift of
**friendly caricature’’ and their
pottery men and women have
come down to today as a good
humored comment on the faults
and mannetisms common to all
humanity.
The exhibit is displayed on
the Libraty’s main floor and

will

be shown

>

to be taken down after to-

and

is sched-,

ot

ww
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Board Administers Developm ent of Colle ge Uni

el mz
t

ane
During the course of this callegiate

year,

the College

ye.
yo

]

Union

2
‘

Board has been formulating and
administering the policies for
the development and operations
of the College Union.

The

members

of the Collece

Union Board were chosen by stu-

dents,

faculty,

and

alumni

of

a

Humboldt State College for the
purpose of developing, directing,
and managing a College
Union at Humboldt.
The chairman of the College
Union
Board is Ed Waldapfel.
Other
student members of the
Board are Jerry Broyles, Cheryl
Bonono, Bill Pass, Bill Wright,
Allen
Badgett,
Jay Schwartz,
and
Garney
Schatz,
Besides
students there are also alumni,
administrators, and faculty mem
bers on the Board. These mem
bers
are John
Mitts, alumni,
Robert Ewigleben, Dean for Aca

demic Affairs, and Kay Chaffey,

ector.
Concerning
the voting rights
of

the

Board

members,

Board

Chairman
Ed Waldapfel said,
“The voting members are the
students and faculty members

Seated from left to right, Kate Buchanan, Dean of Activities, James
Householder, faculty, Gamey Schatz, student, Jerry Broyles, student, Ed Waldapfel, chairman, Jack Schwartz, student, Bill Wright,
student, Cheryl Bonono, student, and Allen Badgett, student. Standstudent body is the legal owner.

Other administrative responsibi
ities are handling of all vending machines on campus and op
erating the Campus Activities

Center, which includes the snack
istrative members are only
advising,
not for voting,
When

passed

the

College

Union was

last February

the College

Union

for
he

23,

1966,

Board replac-

ed Lumberjack Enterprises. Some
of the duties

of the old

Lumber-

jack Enterprises are now being
handled by the College Union
Board. The other duties of the
Lumberjack Enterprises are presently

HSC

being

handled

by

the

Foundation.

The responsibilities of
College Union Board include
erating
and
administering
College Bookstore of which

the
op
the
the

bar.

Besides these general admin
istrative
responsibilities
on

campus,
the
College Union
Board's main responsibility and
authority, as authorized by the
student body, is to formulate,
plan, and build a College Union,

said Waldapfel. The Board is
also responsible for the programs

of the Union
ation.

once

it is in oper-

Regarding
the planning of the
College Union, the Board has
obtained
versity. He has given the Board
advise on room sizes, landscap-

ing, and other matters relating
to the Union, said Waldapfel.
Architects Trump and Sauble
of Eureka have been hired to

draw

up

schematics

and

draw-

ings of the proposed College
Union. Concerning when the final
drawings will be devised, Wal
dapfel
said, ‘‘as soon as we
have the definite plans that we
want, they (Trump and Sauble)

will

complete

the

final

draw.

ings of the Building."’

In
starting

reference
date

to

the

actual

of construction

of

the Union, Waldapfel said, ‘‘Due
to the tight money situation in
our economy right now it wauld

be

difficult

to

set

a definite

The cost of the Union will be
approximately
$1,250,000
including
the
furnishings.
The

ing left to right are Donald Lawson , faculty, Paul More Activities Ad

visor, Dr. Robert Ewigleben, Dean of Administrative Affairs, Terry
Jackson, student, Bill Pass, student, Howard Goodwin, College Unfen Director, and ™r. Nonald Karshner, Nean of Students.
Student Body Reserve Fund will
furnish $100000
plus $75,000
from the bookstore and vending
machines
and
$125,000
from
Union
fees
collected.
These
funds will be used for the downpayment, the built-in equipment,
and furnishings, the remainder
of the funds will be borrowed
from
the Federal government.

When the loan is Obtaned, it
will be paid back over a 40 year
period at approximately $30,000
a year,
The Union fees collected for
the College Union will be financed by HSC students starting
the Fall Quarter, 1967. Each full

time

student

will

pay

$2,

$2,

and $1 for the consecutive quarters, 1968. For 1968-69, there.
after, each full-time student will
pay $2 for each quarter, Summer

session

students

will

pay

50

cents,

while

part-time

students

will pay $1 for each quarter they
are in school,

The spring semester, accord-

Committee moving into
lege Union program for

Ff
ze

Donald
Lawson,
and
James
Householder, faculty.
There
are
also
ex-officio
members on the Board which in
clude Paul Moore, Activities Ad
visor, Kate Buchanan, Dean of
Activities, Dr. Donald Karshner,
Dean of Students, and Howard
Goodwin,
College
Union
Dir-

time this spring,
should improve.

the

st

programs

In
reference
to
students’
ideas about the College Union,
Waldapfel said, ‘‘Any student
at Humboldt may come into the
College Union Board conference

room in the Student Body Offices
in Nelson Hall and suggest ideas
or look at the drawings concerning the Union.

‘Who’s Who’ Award Honors Students
Thirty-five students from Hum
boldt were honored February 4 by

being named to the roll of Who's
Students

Among

Who

in

Amefi-

can Colleges and Universities.

The college has a secret faculty committee representing diff.

A.

lication: Who's YVho Among Stud-

Wolfs, John Woolley, and William
L. Wright Jr.

eats in American Universities
aad Colleges.
In addition, each
members receives a certificate of
recognition awarded by the organization
and
presented
at the

man,

Laraine C. Wise, Sharon

Each
member

student who becomes a
of Who's Who has his

name printed in the national pub-

erent academic and service areas
nominates

which

deserving

stu-

The committee selects the stuacademic
to
according
dents
standing(above a 2.0 is required)
and contributions to the college .
community in general. Also, the
students selected must be outstanding in one particular area.
Who's
elected
yeats
This
Richard bk.
Who members are:
Allen, Kathleen M. Baer, Allen
A. Badgett, Jr., Allen D. BrewL. Chapman, Jane M.
er, Gary
Jrt.,
Corbin,
Paul
Cleveland,
James Crowell, Richard G. Danielsen, Elain O. Detlefsen, Bru
ce E. Deuel, David J. Dodge,
E.
Dennis
Gavey,
D.
Bonnie

Griffith,
A.
Jr.

Iskra,

Bill

Leo

Carolyn

Huffman,
E.

Krusemark,

L.
Marcia
Marquette,
Terry
Matson, Michael S. Miller, James
P. Mills Jt., Gary A. Morse, Jan
E. McNeil, Clarence A. Nichols,
Sharon M.
E. Schonwald,
John
Sedlack, Michelle Stendel, Ronald E. Thill, Dave J. Viale, Ed-

win

Waldapfel, James

W.

Wild-

crevtctos
ea: steeee
Seen

dents for the honor, according to
Dean of Students, Don Karshner.

school.
benefits

He also receives
of

the

Student

the

mendations.

Place-

If a student

desires

to wear

ment Service provided by the ofganization
ify he needs assist-

a Key emblem of the organi zation
ne must purchase i
t, though
:

tacts

key.

ance in making employment Conor

supplyin:;

other

recom-

bers are not required to weer ‘ne

The dynamic duo of McoNall and Healey, two HSC songqueens.

The men
thusiastic

of the Gold Berets Pep Ban¢ in one of their more enmoments.

Now on the free-throw line
for Humboldt State, Carpenter,
Peterson, Dowling,

“angberg,

and Seynour. One of the five
is bound to hit. ‘‘Yeah, sink
it.°*

A’ handful
of the more than 1700 pepsters who turned out for the
Humpboldt,Sac.
State contest.

Five pretty additions to the Jack Gym.

The sengqueens
of Sac.

->
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FORUN:

Discussion on

Capital Punishment
by
The

California is very close to having its first
series of executions after a four year unofficial
moratorium. On March 1 Norman Fred Talbot,
one of 62 men currently on death row, is scheduled to be executed,
The unofficial moratorium has been partly a
result of recent Supreme Court decisions; however, for Talbot, as for many of these men, time

pet

ae

is running

out. The

accident of legal decisions

recent

unofficial

moratorium

grounds

of deterrence

March 7.
Dr. Hobbs received his Ph. D.
in the division of the Humanities
at the University of Chicago. He
has taught philosphy in the College of the University of Chicago

ing the thirteen
only one of 920

year period from 1945 to 1958
paroled murderers was returned

to prison with the death penalty. The fear by
death penalty advocates that rehabilitation, not
execution,
ion.

is

is the most sensible means of correct-

will

hang

in

the

balance,

however,

when

the

Assembly votes on the two bills concerning capital punishment before it now. One, introduced
by Assemblyman Burton of San Francisco, proposes a four year moratorium on the death penalty
and the other introduced by Assemblyman Mc
Millan of Los Angeles, calls for the abolition of
capital punishment

is to persist in an

A

entirely discredited pattern of thought.
The death penalty is equally indefensible on

persistent

capital

punishment,

must

be

heard

opposing

or it is certain to become an

established practice of the Reagan administration.

John R. Wagoner, a sophomore

bert

and

David

Heldt. Tonight,

management majof, was
game
elected president of the Delta

under the direction of rush chair
man Steve Rance, they will hold

Sigma

a@

Fraternity

in

their

meeting on Wednesday Febtuaty
15, announced Dr. Carl Strand,
faculty adviser.
Other recently elected officers
include John Gentry, vice-president and sergeant at arms; Richard Booth, secretary; and PhilHp Backlund, treasurer.
Wagoner
succeeds
Stephen
Clapp, who has been Delta Sig
president for the past year.
Since their house was destroyed by fire on December 15, 1966,
the fraternity members have been
to continue wéh most of
their formal activities.

The

rush

party

°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

where the
actionis

O.
Pizza &
People

°
°
8

Sandwitches &

Chave

™EKEG
S

envcscecsutceaettes

fire,

the

|

Southern Methodist University in

Dallas, Texas.
Since

his

1958

.

he

has

present posts

been

in

in the Grad-

uate Theological Union and the
Church Divinity School of the
Pacific in Berkeley, California.

He has published several
books, many articles, and hunphilosophy

in the areas of

herneneutics,

theo-

logy and the arts, liturgics, theo-

logical method, Bible, and philsophy of medicine. He has also

lectured

in

universities

a-

broad and in many of the major
universities of the United States.
Dr. Hobbs is a member of
several international scholarly
organizations and has served as

in

a

private

resi-

dence. The Sigs are currently
featuring a display in the discase of the Administration
Bui
.

lical Literature, and as Executive
Secretary (Chairman) of the New
Testament Colloquim.

A Correction

August
2 & August 4, 1967

Last week, the Lumberjack
erroneously stated, on page 6,
that the Blood-Mobile on campus

San Francisco
to Paris ao
Brussels
Aug. 31 & Sept. 3, 1967

the third Thursday of each month
is from the Red Cross.

It

is

actually

the

Northern

California
Community
BloodMobile that makes a monthly stop
here
and
invites
sponsorship

A Hmited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff,

from student organizations.
The

Lumberjack

regrets

the

error.

SHITTY’S

Julie's Arcata
FLORIST
We take care of all
your floral needs.

Del-

Francisco,

Note:

MAC FARLAND’S
CANDIES
1504 G Arcata 822-1115

California

Flights are designed

fraternity

that lived in the house

been

scattered.

Many

and
Ctwos
Cdwellings

threes
in the

of

in ——
surrounding

Sarea. Nine members moved into

6 two trailers in Humboldt Village
C when the units were available.

According to De. Strand there

€

¢has

yet been

Ctuild,

no decision to re-

Kepresentatives

of Lus

Angeses

County

to interview graduating Seniors
following

career

will

be on campus

for entry-level

positions

in the

fields:

either at their existing

§ site ot an alternate location. The
Gold house was ofiginally a four
unit apartment, then was turned
into a single house, and after
that the fraternity bought it. The
house had good insurance coverage and with the one half city
block that they own the fraternity is looking forward to build8 ing a new house in the near future.

Last Satutday, the Sigs initiated two new members, John Sie-

clubs,.beg
-1
SALEgolf
‘FOR

$ and cart, 2. clam gun, 8. baby

crib, mattress, and bumpers, 4.

cat rack, §. double folding rollway bed. All very reasonabley
Call 622-6692.

®

CIVIL
CIVIL

Vigit

ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING

*

ACCOUNTING.

6

ADMINISTRATION,

your

Placement

BiSecccccccccee$739
MeSecccccccceeeSPPO

.ccccccccccccccscccecce

Office

....ccccccccccec

now

sce

M00
MOe

S991

M0.

POQh

R20.

!

County of Los Angeles Departmentof Personne!
Office of Campus and Field Recruitaent
222

N.

irand

Ave.,

Los

941

ta

take students to Europe for the
ademic year--this is not
a

Stem are now living together in

°

:

the

the

of ‘‘God- |

and New Testament Theology at

Class is recently concluded and
the fratemity is continuing to
build its active membership.
Since

discuss

function

Language’’ at 7:30 p.m. on March

ner every other week. A pledge

members

will

and

|

6, and 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on

ta Sigs hold meetings every Mon.
day night and plan to have a din-

"4 eagauesensesonessers

Hobbs

%

President of the Society of Bib-

in California.

voice

Delta Sigs Elect John Wagoner Pres.

Phi

Dr.

meaning

dreds of reviews

It is doubtful that Norman Fred Talbot can be
saved from the machinery in Sacramento before
March 1. The lives of other death row inmates

ing to the best available evidence published by
the Bureau of Criminal Statistics between 1963
and the present, there has been no significant
change in California's murder rate which cannot
be attributed to growth in population. Certainly
this California experience, as well as the experience of abolition states, should clearly demonstrate that the death penalty cannot be considered as a deterrent. To defend the death penalty
the

28 percent are later proved false. Moreover, the
execution of even the proven murderer is proof
that the law has dismissed anyattempt at eradic-

particularly instructive in this instance. Accord-

on

ion, in Founders Hall Auditorium
on March
6 and 7,

ating the root of the problem and reforming the
individual.
The law must attempt first to prevent crime,
and in the cases in which prevention is unsuccessful, it must strive to rehabilitate the criminal. The rehabilitated murderer is the best parole risk of any class of offender, The California
State Department of Corrections states that dur-

state,

“*The God-Language Game,'’
the topic to be discussed by
Edward C. Hobbs, Professor
Theology and Hermeneutics
the Graduate Theological Un-

mora] grounds. The immorality of killing a man
who might be innocent is obvious. Since eyewitness reports are known to be notoriously fallible, innocent men are convicted all too often.
As a Los Angeles Police Department survey of

identifications of suspects in a line-up indicated

can only cruelly prolong their wait. Moreover,
under Reagan's administration the renewal of the
obscene pagaent is almost guaranteed; he has
assured Californians that he believes
in the
death penalty as a deterrent to murder.
The current death penalty law and Govermor
Reagan's opinion are founded on false evidence.
There is no statistical proof that the death penalty is a deterrent to murder, for a close examination of the murder rate of death penalty and
abolition states will reveal absolutely no correlation between the presence or absence of the
death penalty and the number of homicides in the
California’s

is
Dr.
of
of

Ad Hoc Committee for the Abolition of Cap
ital Punishment
in California

Angeles,

California

90012
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mal rental for botanical collect-

ion trips in the Trinity Alps to

concerts of pupils, scholars, and vigilant intellectuals.

The true passing of yet anoth er disgusting configuration o {
international circumstances of a Neo-Dark Ages frem 1945 to

:

at last been revealed to the busy people of Ameri-
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ae Se
eet
*
dealing
scripts
Soae
ace arth ca aac

Thoush small ie akouat, ter

,, ¢xceeding 8200, the funds en-

1960, has
Tage
stopping to able the individual investigator
second, and $5 the third, total. | Ca indeed, Uncle Sam's nephews are only now unperceived
to proceed without personally

age

ing $20. Students taking from
four to six units will pay $4, $3

test an obstinate wind surging from a generally
direction.

d $38, and those with three and
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intend

of hardened
i
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plays

Sie-
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of small-scale research or writ-

The true orca. suc .>viation of an era is not sig-
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of our times,

H.

today

names of 14 faculty recipients
of support grants for the conduct

remiseof this article:
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Legislative
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g AGATE

rates

New

fees for the quarter system
been set, said Bill Pass,

treasurer.

8
RIVE

for student body

Steer

So as not to invite your feasible ireby engagingthe radical
allegory

For further details, interest-

ed persons are encouraged to

ty Ralph

Cornelius

announced

=

half and less will pay $3, $2

—s

°

For participation

,

in today’s discoverable utopian happen

ee

postponing s

w

and $2,

ing, the young progressives in America’s ‘‘Great Society’’

nr, siemens.

For the first time part-time
students will have restricted stu-

can only merit consolation for their most tardy contribution to
Students in each hemithe kindling of earthly conscience.

The following
were announced:

dent retid cards, age ~~

have as man
body *t activities
as full time8 stu:

dents. However, Pass said, part:

sphere had billowed ever-smoldering embers of contempt for aed

adulterated and heinous world peace.

And now a

Signal, rallying universal reason and civility,

cause oO

college budget restrictions, said

allocations

Enterprises

Lumberjack

Faculty Project:

rca : of Timber
7 ae

time students will have the option of buying a full time student

parcel
is emanating out of America too, out of a Land of Plenty that
— in the past dared not warm to the acute flush of a passionate ae itl

- The exact restrictions are to
be drawn up later during this

Dr. James McNelis: Typing
_—‘final desperate rock of the nuclear boat by those, ironically,
| Who have so much more of life to lose, has injected into the and clerical aid for preparation

card, thereby having full
body
ivileges.

semester, Pass said.

humanity,

.

of @ Division
Thus, ° the coming of a new discernable epoch,
of
vision of

:

Language Arts:

arteries of our decade a rare stimulant of resolve tosave man- % 17th Century manuscripts of

kind from holocaust and starvation.

ee

* Students on every continent are expressing a common anx-

cee,

ee, heey prog —
.

=

iety, that now is the time to use the emergency brake of in-

Dr. Thelwall Proctor: Prepar-

that patriotism must not be an _

ation and copying costs--preliminary materials collected for a

nate sanity among

allegiance

statesmen,

to tyrants, and that the forces building a united

second Slavic Studies Book.

humanity are not born out of an ugly power structure. And be- Division of Social Sciences:
cause for the next fifty years an undestroyed planet would be _ Dt- James Carroll: Typing and

run by the students of today, the fate of us all pivots upon “/¢tical aid--tesearch project in-

:
the full coming
of this new day of man

volving theories of family system.

Mr. Yung

for library research on Japanese
Policy Making Process.

Minimum Teachers’ Wage Bill

From National Science Foundat-

Introduced At Request of CTA

SACRAMENTO:-(ENS) A bill to along’ at $101 per week or 8434

guatantee a single male teacher
per month.
a net income of $381.65 per -comparison, a married
month has been introduced for teacher with two children, paid

Legislature consideration by Sen a gross salary of $500 per month
Richard Dolwig (R San Mateo).
($6000 per year) nets $420.85

Senate

25¢

per

spaced.
1383

typewriter.
page

double

Phyllis Smith
. Eureka

Marsh

PHONE
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which

tinued on Page 12
~——
——
eee
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was after income tax, retirement and

CAPTURE

the California Teachers Associ.
The statewide minimum sal
ation (CTA), will increase the ary applies only to regularly

PRECIONS
MOMENT

introduced

statewide

at the request of the other deductions.

minimum

teacher

sal

credentialed

teachers

who

have

Americans

who

responded

the lack of an adequate minimum

to a sampling set the amount a beginning salary has mote to do
family of four needs just to ‘‘get With the teacher shortage than

f
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JEWELERS
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ARCATA
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Field & Stream
Niver

Men‘s and Ladies’

roe $14.95

Loe Donins
All

Sizes

Open 11:80 a.m. ‘til 8:00 a.m. (Closed Mondays)
FREE BINGO

Open Daily 8=7 p.m. — Friday ‘til 9 —= Sunday 9=5 p.m.
Thutsday 10:30 = 7 p.m.

ARCATA

HIGHWAY

101 N.

4
4

it ’ ant
least a bachelor's degree.
ccording to a recent Gallup
CTA takes the position that

any other factor.

Stretch.
fa Stock.

A

ary from $5000 to $6000, when graduated from college with at
Poll,

442 . 9038.

102,

-—«»t- Robert Rasmussen: Travel
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Park: Travel grant
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Announced

Grants

A $2000 poetry contest, open write to Poetry Contest, Box

to all students, is currently being sponsored by College Arts

++
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EUREKA

443-4851

FLYNN’S INN.
567 Seventh St.
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022-489
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Matmen Prepare for Championship
by John Hunter

sinewy

After posting weekend victorfes over Sonoma State, 3410,
and Mare Island Navy Shipyard,
25-16, Humboldt State’s wrestling squad prepares itself for the
Far

Western

fonship

Conference

tonight and Saturday at

Assuring themselves of another winning season with last
week's
dual
victories, Coach

Hassman's

crew

championship

enters

with

today's

an

overall

FWC record of 6-3.
Hassman feels his grapplers

should battle it out with the Cal
Aggies for the third spot in the
FWC while San Francisco State
and Chico State struggle for top
honors.
The
lLumberiacks
highest
hopes for FWC honors rest with

anee}
6 Sissi

who is un-

defeated in the 191-pound class
in league competition.
Four other wrestlers, all who
have been beaten once in league

matches,

also

provide

Mike

leafour
the
Tom

Ogiesbee in the 167-pound class,
Leroy Evans in the 160-pound
division
and
freshman
Rich
Morris, who established an HSC
record by scoring six pins while

wrestling in the 130-pound cateEvans

and

Johnson

scored

one victory each last weekend
while Warmsley, Oglesbee and
Morris triumphed twice. Morris
was the most impressive matman
by pinning his opponents
both nights.
Other wrestlers who will be
striving to bring home honors
for the Green and Gold are Ed
McDermott
in
the
137-pound

Dale

pound

Smith

in

division,

the

gham

or

Paul

Schulte

by

Ful
the

Again, as they have done all
season long, the Hilltoppers will

lose

points

in

the

123-pound

class because of a lack of entry.

—

myacge sy vo

Sa:

ans.|4

848 G Arcata

ER

On the plaza

most of his
surge.

For Car Service

points

during

ing their pressing man to man de-

fense pay off.

The

team

‘seven game

will

kick

off

its

schedule on March

3 against Sacramento
Sacramento.

State

at

—

the Inter Service

Sporting
Goods & Bottle Goods
Guns

ON

& Ammo
Bait
Fishing Tackle
OPEN DAILY UNTIL 9 P.M.
ARCATA
THE PLAZA
822-1331

NICKOL’S BARBER SHOP
We Specialize in College Styles
Bill & Jim

will custom cut their customers.

Just 1 Block off Plaza - Across from Deluxe Cleaners
1033

‘‘H’

St. ARCATA

they protected and then coasted
Johnson of

on in for the victory.

:

Humboldt

led

all

22

and

Seymour

points

with

chipped

M.C. Thompson and Dan
scored 15 and 12 points

&

in 18.
Lifkin

scorers

3
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By forcing Hum-

have nothing to be ashamed of in
being downed by the Army AllThe Army squad boasts

OSS

-e0e
©
+e*

Doug Milhaus, 8S.

who returns from last year’s
squad, and Bob Erickson.

will be filled by

to make mistakes the Allbroke a 64-64 tie which

boldt
Stars

Humboldt State's Lumberjacks

meted

Bob Hughes,

Noorafshani from Iran, Jim Turk

con
can
nak
MALM & MURRAY

this

respectively for the winners.

STUDENTS

six All-Americans, including for mer UCLA

(HUMBOLDT STATE COLLEGE)

star guard, FredGoss,

Leonard Guinn, Little All-Ameri
can from Orange Coast College;
Mike
Stillman,
All American
centet from West
Point; Ted
Manning of North Carolina; Billy

APARTMENTS
NOW AVAILABLE

Smith of Loyola of Chicago;

JIVING
UOURSE
CERTIFIED NAUI INSTRUCTOR
Heated Indoor Pool
$39

INCLUDES

EQUIPMENT

Terry

Dischinger.

team

have

games

only

together

The

played
and

have

Walking distance only a few blocks
from college, shopping, or restaurants.

five

FOR SALE---1965 M—50, Harley
Davidson, 2000 miles, like new,

120

Moderate
rates, will vary accordiag to the sizeof

miles

per gallon.

HOUSEWARES

Army
prac-

$150.

AIR

FEED

and

ticed together only since Febru6.
Dick
Nicklai,
Humboldts
coach, was ‘‘well pleased with
the team’s performance."’ Coach
Niclai substituted freely through out the game ‘‘to give all the
boys a chance to play against
some great basketball players.’
This same
quintet that
faced Humboldt State will repre-

Furnished Complete With Kitchen
And All Utilities Paid.

AND

Call: 442-5305

former Purdue All-Ametican and
Pro who coaches the All-Stars

FOR STUDENTS, COUPLES, OR SINGLES

SEELY
& TITLOW CO.
951 “HW” St.

ARCATA

me GAS tt

S

At MAX & JIM’s

Contact Sam Brewer, 317 Laurel
Drive or phone 822-2123,

the anit aad the aumber of students. Extra clean and
well maintained. Call now while there are still vacaacies.
.
MANAGERS:

PHONE: 822-3872

are Randall Bresee, Craig Frye,

started off

perienced Army team started mak-

LORENZO SHELL SERVICE

Mt. & Mrs. Lawrence Olsen

Army

The game was a see-saw battle until the last three minutes
when
the taller and more ex-

Specialize Tune Ups, Generator, Carb,
Starter, Brakes, Muffier & Pipes.

7th & “'G"* St. 822-7908

Lumberjacks

B.C.

Tournament in Quantico, Virgin:
The winners ot
ia March 6-10.
this tournament will go on tour
to the National AAU Toumament.

the second half on a sour note as
they failed to hit as effectively
as in the previous half and Army
took the lead 49-47.
But the
Jacks found new life behind the
shooting of Ray Curtis, who got

Keepsake

Coin - Op Car Wash

er positions

Vancouver

The sixth and final spotwill
be a hotly contested race as
there are a number of good golfers playing for this spot. These

Mike Butler, a sophomore from
San
Francisco City College;
Mike Cloney, a stand out for
St.
Bernards
High School im
Eureka; and Gary Crooks, a returnee from last year’s squad

sent

Mike Blackwell

The

Blue Chip Stamps

dis-

Humboldt State jumped off to
a 44—34 half time lead over the
Army All-Stars last Monday night,
before going down to defeat in a
gallant battle, 81-71.
Connie Seymour grabbed the
opening lead that they never relinguished until Army, with 14:15
remaining in the second half,
took the lead for the first time
49-47.
During the first half
Humboldt could do no wrong as
Charley Johnson led the way to a
blistering 48% team field goal
percentage.
Johnson didn’t enter the game till midway through
the first half but still managed
to finish the half with 12 points.

145-pound weight class.

Neor Humboldt
State College

HSC

from

last year will lead the golf team
into action this year.
Sophomore Larry Babica and senior
-Roger Sesna, two of last years
Outstanding golfers, will once
again
spearhead
Humboldt’s
attack on the links.
Babica
played number one last year,
and Sesna, who will be this.
years captain, played number
three.
Coach
Franny Givins said
that in all probability three oth-

All-Stars Defeat Basketballers

152-

in

an

Two retuming lettermen from

Games.

heavyweight

Bill Arthur and either Ken

Phillips,

Lettermen Back To Pace Golf Team

tance runner competing with track
stars from larger colleges, won
the
‘*Devil-Take-the-HindmostMile’’ last Friday night at the
Golden Gate Invitational Track
and Field Meet held in the Cow
Palace at San Francisco.
The event is an unusual race
in which the last man, after the
third lay, must drop out at the
end of each complete circuit.
Another Lumberjack, Ken Ly
beck, was eliminated in the six
th lap. Lybeck won this event
last month at the All-American

promise

for Coach Hassman in the
gue championships. These
are agile Larry Warmsley in
177-pound
class, captain

class,

Fairwinds worn

Ed Johnson,

Miler Wins
Palace Event
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FOR SALE---1964 MGB, excellent condition, stereo, new tires,
wire wheels and paint.
Well
cared fom never raced, Make an

*

offer. Call 822-2123.
WANTED-— Two
Call 822-6777.

10 speed bikes.

We specialize in tires, shellubrication, and......
jest about EVERYTHING! Tip-top tune-ups, too.
MECHANIC
ON DUTY
Check on our
We
give
S&H
Green
Stamps
th & ‘GC’ &.

budget terms.

ARCATA

Page
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Faculty Support Grants...

Dr. Dennis Anderson: Logistic support for collection trips to

Grant for research on Coralline

algae of Pacific Coast.

10% DISCOUNT
FOR ASB CARD WOLDERS
Please
come in sad get
We

sim to carry

Dr. Farris Meredith: Research ©
on xylem growth--effect on conifers resulting from water level
changes in vicinity of Trinity,
Whiskeytown and Ruth Lake.
Division of Physical Science:
Mr. Henry Tropp: Microfilm-

(Continued
from Page 10)

the best

Trinity Alps--a phase of department’s systematic botanical exploration of Northern California.
Dr. Warren Houck: Classification and storage of dolphin skeletons including rare species available for study at no ther West
Coast location.

ing changes

Mivision
ogy:
-_
oo
_

"t+ Fuji Gifts
SP

OOO

Finest

Gates

KRAMER

Phone 822-5249

ODO

Bw

Dw

Tires

Eureka

www
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Crescent City
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You didn't go to college for that.
And it needn't happen, either.

Because you can pick the United
States Air Force as your employer.
Career opportunities are so vast...
you'll get a better chance to speCialize where you want...in the
forefront of modern science and

technology.

Karoly: Purchase of
monkeys as experi-

Borgerson,

John

ence;

Max

Physical

Butler,

Art;

mental test subjects in psychol-

Day,

ogy research.

Natural

Resources:

selman,

Psychology.

English;

Richard

Genelly,

Stuart John-

losers in the scoring department
with 26 points while teammate
Steve Dangberg chipped
in 18.
Helping out Tony DiUlio put

who

canned

29 points,

handed Humboldt State its second defeat in one week last

=

in

ed

up

90

points

to

the

29

points

through

ck Deffley

Tuesday, as the Raiders chalk:

the

hoop

with 17.

Jacks

&.

The Lumberjacks grabbed a
short-lived lead in the opening
minutes of play but the Red
Raiders

this coupon.

Make sure you don't get stuck
where nothing much is happening.

the

lead

six

each
times

team
before

Southern Oregon with
utes left to play in

two minthe first

stanza,

to

edged

The Guadalajara Summer School,
fully accredited University of Arizona
program,
conducted
in cooperation
{with professors from Stanford University, University of California, and
Guadalajara, will offer July 3 to Au-

storming.

saw

ahead

stay,

gust 12, art, folklore, geography, history, language and literature courses.

outside

shooting

Tuition, board and room is $290
Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, P.O. Box
7227, Stanford, California 94305.

quickly

seized a commanding lead 48-39,

you'll be serving your country, too.
Or maybe you want to fly? That's

at an exciting goal. So send in

take

ent

life, fine retirement benefits. And

place to do it.
As a college graduate you want
something extra out of life—to aim

back

first half

87-35. The half ended 44-39
in favor of the visitors.
Southern Oregon with its pot-

You'll enjoy good pay, promotions, chance to travel, active social

great. The Air Force is certainly the

came

The

Guadalajara, Mexico

bone

the

out

start

to

second.

The

who

had

Jacks,

weary

JACK-CYN
ACRES

played 4 games in the last 5
days, were never able to catch
& up. They put on a last minute
4

to end
only
however,
surge,
short at the buzzer by six points-

Seymour

Connie

paced

the

Flowers
for All Occasions

and
KNITTERS’

Sports Spots

NOOK

BASEBALL:
Saturday. . .College of the Red
woods (here) noon

Sunday. . .College All Stars
(here) noon

BASKETBALL:
Friday. . .Hayward State (there)
Saturday. . .S. F. State (there)
SWIMMING:
Saturday. . Sacramento State
(here) 11 a.m.
All weekend. Far Western Champ
ionships (Chico)

SPECIAL
STUDENT HOUSING
$5.00

A Week

(Each student,
two per room)
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box
A, Dept. SCP 72

All

Randolph Air Force Base, Terus 78148

private rooms,

fully furnished, includes

Conveniences
New Ceramic Tiled Showers.
.
Minimum Rate $10.00 A Week Per Room.

Linea,

Nome
(please print)

College.

Sci-

Richard

son, Sociology: and Dennis Mus-

Southern Oregon's Red Raiders, behind the shooting of Tony

any more than you do.
Suppose, just for example, you
wanted to be involved in Electronics. This area alone includes
Communications-Electronics, MisSile Electronics, Avionics, and
others. And these, in turn, involve
administrative, research, and other
technical aspects.
That's just a tiny part of the
whole Air Force picture. Just
one brilliant opportunity area
among many.

shop class.

Members of the Research and
Creative Activity Committee are

Jacks Defeated by Raiders

AUTO

to waste your college education:

promotions in sight?

ed in advanced

sis on achievement motivation of

At

Any credit card gets credit.

The Air Force doesn’t want

Are you afraid of becoming part
of the woodwork on a job? Your
career stunted by boredom? Few

electrochemical

of Education-Psychol-

DiUlio,

www

of

Dr. A.J.
squirrel

12

Large Fleet Owner Prices.

Next to the plaza

=

Dr. Rudolph Becking; Research support for History of
Old Growth Redwood Logging.
Division of Fine and Applied
Arts
Mr. Frank Jolly: Mechanicalelectronic test equipment--refinement of teaching device develop-

Dr. Jack Shaffer: Data analyBuy

SUPPLY

919 G St., Arcata

ograph.

for copy of mathemat-

EMF output
cells.

in town.

Resources;

Dr. Charles Yocum:
Publications cost on Roosevelt Elk mon-

ical papers of Thomas Harriott
from files of British Museum.
Dr. Arthur Smith: Instumentation for precise measurement of

aquainted,

gifts

male Thai students.
Division of Natural

Class

All

Utilities,

HOTEL ARCATA

Address

Cry

ON THE PLAZA
Ph. 822-7920
es

DOWNTOWN
822-7910

